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ABSTRACT 

In a fully instrumented test in December 1971 at China Lake. Calif . 200.000 
pounds of TNT explosive contained in 155-mm projectiles were detonated 
simultaneously in an earth-covered magazine surrounded by four earth-covered igloos 
placed at various distances from the donor magazine. The principal objective was to 
evaluate magazine spacing. Based on data from this and previous tests, the 
Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board reduced the separation distances for 
earth-covered steel-arch magazines to 2.0 X W1'3 for face-to-rear orientations and 
2.75 X W1/3 for face-to-side orientations. The report contains data on fragment 
sizes and distribution, igloo damage and structural motion, and blast pressures at the 
site. 

NWC Technical Publication 5430 

Published by     Publishing Division 
Technical Information Department 

Collation    Cover, 43 leaves, DD Form 1473, abstract cards 
First printing    125 unnumbered copies 
Security classification        UNCLASSIFIED 
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Naval Weapons Center 
AN ACTIVITY OF THE NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND 
H   Suemadt. Jr.. RADM. USN         Commander 

H. G. Wilson Technical Dire< tor 

FOREWORD 

This report describes a lull scale maga/inc separatum test conducted at the 

Naval Weapons Center in December 1971. The test work was conducted tor the 
Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDhSB) using tunds provided by 
that organization The work was identitied b> Army Program fclement Number 
6.57.02A and Project and Task Area Number 4A765702M8570. 

Based on data derived from the test. DDESB has made signiticant adjustments 

in Criteria for magazine spacing. 
This report has been reviewed for technical accuracy by DDhSB staff 

members. 

Released by Under authority of 

J. R. SCHREIBER. Head IVAR E  HIGHBERG. Head 

Cround Operations Division Engineering Department 

9 March 1973 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ihc Dcpaitment o| Defense I \plosiws SjkM\ boaid (DDISB) is engaged m a 

program ii» determine nioiv- accuiatck minimum sale separatum distances between 

nuv-M/MK-s »toring CXPUMICS Ihcsc distances arc the least that will provide assurance 

lhai JII o\pl.tM«m in one maga/me (donor) will not propagate to anothei (acceptor), 

although the acceptor masa/inc, and p«»ssibi> its contents, might be extensively 

damaged 

Previous icsfc have demonstrated that earth-covered steel-arch igloo maga/mes 

can he fcltch spaced side-lo-side at a distance in feel determined b> 1.25 x W1 3. 

m which W is the weight in pounds Of the high explosive in stotage However, little 

inhumation has been developed which will indicate the minimum sale distance 

between the concrete headwall ot a maga/..ie and the earth-»..>vercd side and rear 

walls and barricaded headwall ol another maga/me The most recent data (obtained 

front a test in I9fr2) showed that a spacing ol 4.5 X W,/3 tor a tace-to-iear 

orientation was quite conservative (Ret. 1} Increasing land values and siting 

problems for new and projected construction have made it desirable to luMher 

evaluate this separatum standard The ESKIMO I test was designed tot this 

evaluation (ESKIMO is an acronym lor Explosive Saletv knowledge IMprovement 

Operation.) 

ISKIMO I was conducted at the Randsburg Wash Test Range of the Naval 

Weapons (enter, (lima Luke. Calif., on S December  l°<7|. 

PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of this test and supporting data from preuous tests. 

1)1)1 SB has authorized the tollowmg new separation distances tot eaith-covercd 

steel-arch maga/mes without intervening barricades 

I-ace-to-rear orientations:   2 0 X  W1   ; 

I ace-lo-side orientations    2.75 X  W1'3 

DDI SB also adjusted the spacing requirements lor lace-to-lace orientations to 

II X VJi!- without an intervening barricade and to 6 X W,/3 when a substantial 

barricade exists between the igloos 

Additional conclusions are given in the Conclusions section. 
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TLST OUJK I IMS 

Hit'   principal   tcsi   ohicclivc   was  evaluation  ul   igloo   nuea/ine   IfMCiAg   Other 

ubjcctwai were 
1 Measurement ol fragment mass and disMihution resulting Irom the mass 

detonation «>l ivpical high-tragmeniaiion ammunition stored in j standard 

earth-covered igl ou 

2 Measurement »'I  air  blast  m the area surrounding such an explosion 

.v Measurement ol the structural motion ol an earth-covered igloo in response 

to the explosion in an ad|aceni  magazine 

CLNtRAL PLAN 

Tour .gloos ot standard heigiit and width were placed about a donor iiu-i/inc 

winch contained 200.000 pounds of high explosive. The lour acceptor igloos laced 

the donor and were located at various distances ranging Irom I 25 X ifl/3 u> 2 75 

X W1 -J. Two concrete block structures simulating one type ot Air Force storage 

building were also placed in me area at distances ot 2 0 X W''*V Fig I and 2 show 

the arrangement 

In order to obtain data on the distribution of fragments resulting trom a 

maga/mc explosion. 155-mm projectiles were used as the explosive in this 

experiment Most ol the previous testing has been with bulk high explosive or with 

ordnance having a low mctal-to-cxplosive utio. and so orl\ j small amount ol data 

has been obtained on fragment ha/ard lo measure tia^menl distribution in this test, 

three radial sectors ol tcriam were cleared ol brush and debris and smooihcd h\ a 

bulldo/er to provide fragment collecting areas In addition, a B 2*> aitcralt was 

placed 1.800 feet trom the donor maga/me to obtain inlotmation on fragment 

damage that might he incurred bv an aircralt at that distance liom such an 

explosion. 

To measure overpressure within and near the igloos, the Mason & Hanger Silas 

M.is.ui ( o . IIK . under contract 1*» the Atomic l.ncrgv Commission, installed gauges 

and ;ccorders at the test site. Appendix A contains extracts tiom the companv "s 

report  of these measurements. Other overpressure measurements were made bv  NWC. 

About 20 minutes altei the detonation. Air Force aircralt were allowed to fly 

over the test site to uetermuie the extent to which aerial IR survevs could be used 

to detect and count steel and concrete .ragmenls. Appendix B contains undassilicd 

extracts Irom an  Air Force report  ol  these  flyover opcialions. 
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I Hi   2    tetul VK«   "•   U>l (umpli\.  Luttkiltg Stnillu-jNl. 

11 SI  STKUCTUKLS 

The J.MitM maga/u<e tl.e 3) uwd I«»i this UM was i slight k damaged 59- by 

25-fool steel-arch  igloo ilui  «,jx »me <i iw.> accept«* ttmcturai maanung fron J 

1^63 nuga/iuc sepauiioii tCSl Nu* staudaid steel nuga/ine doors were put Ml this 

donoi magazine, .iii-l the compacted earth «.«'Net was rcpaiied. with J slope ol 1 m 

2 I he don.ii Ji.ii-je in IIIIN maga/me consisted 01 200j000 pounds 'it TNT 

Contained in l.vOl>o |55-mm Mll»l pio|cchles Ihcsc weie installed in tlic maga/ine 

in   1.712 pjllels at  eight  to ihe pallet 

Foui ae«.epi->( steel-.uch igloos (pjg 4. J, and ft) were built at \anous 

distances   from    the    donoi    ^oti    (O    measure    the   cllects   ol    the   2U0.000-pound 

exptoskm. I IJI oi ihcmi 25 foot wide h\ 14 i..ot-high igloos was hmit in accordance 

with the Ollke »it the Uiu-l ol I nginecrs. IS. Arun. standard drawing 

AW 33 l5-o4. except that then length was hunted to 2U leet. steel wing walls weie 

used in lieu ol soncreie. md the ventilating and lighting equipment was omitted in 

order to reduee the costs. Ihe igloos were eoveied b\ KHt compacted earth to a 

2-It.oi depth at the lop ol the arch, with side slopes ol I m 2. I he> were loejted 

along the eenter lines ol ihe iktfUH inaga/me. ft sh.-wn in lig. I. it the disunees 

shown in (hat heute. Ihe fttMMS "I the aCCtfptiH igloos lo ihe north, east, and south 

ol the donor tnaga/ine were placed level with the donoi Qoof, Ihe floor ol the 

west aeeeploi igloo was 4 5 leet lower llun the othei fttMMl because the site had to 

be setaped down to make  il  ItfVd 

Two 2(»looi-wide and 2^ tool I.>iig sii.iaee structuics dig 7| were built near 

»he eorners ol the norih accvpUH igloo, with then solid Irout wall 117 leet from 

the  neatest  eoinet   ol   the  donor   maga/ine    Ihe  walls ol  ihe struetuie were eonerele 



I |(.    I    »Km»M   \l :  .1   linn  .il   winj!  «.ill   lr..iu  IK.IJU.III  u.is oaUttJ  l\ 

IK.   4    ( i.nvir . it.-it ..i    Vtcoftm   l^1""   Stl"*t»H!   \M i. hn:vni    .1   Snvl   \IJI 

block, I lie ilootN were i unit led. and ilie i"«.i ujv WIHHICII   flic «.HIMMU-UHM detail» 

were in LWMI eoni'orttianee wiili lKp.iiiiiu.ui .-i   Vn l*««icc drawing  \l> .v> l.> I" 

A 15 5-i«»i-i-luiih eattli barricade luncutnpactedl \\JN installed between IIK? 

diHiui map/ine jud llie nmlJi acccptni i^l«m> wild the hie« »»i its «tie slope» 25 

fee< Ir»mi llie acccptoi .md 27 leei limn ilie donoi I IHN barricade can bo wen in 
I i^ 2 h vs.IN J kot iluok ii ilie lop .mil li.id s.ilo dopes I»I I in 2, IK length iM 

K2 feel .ii I lie i"p provided .i barrici between llie donoi igloo and llie arra> »»i the 

iiiiiih acccptw id«»» and llie tsv<> acecplm storage buildings beside n 

O 
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DONOR   \M) ACCEPTOR CHARGES 

The 1.712 pallets oi I55~mm projectiles were stacked in I IK donor igloo m 

general accordance with US. Army Ordnance Corps drawing liMs-4utM-iPI loot). 

CXCepl thai ilie- stacks were arranged to allow .»lit- tn«»ic hon/ontjl row and one 

inure layer oi pallets, principal!) by eliminating a 30*inch inspection aisle The 

general cross section of the stack is shown in Hig K, Hw stacking procedure 

allowed lor the installation oi iho 1.712 pallets with some vacani space remaining at 

the front   Fig. 9 shows the maga/me partially loaded, and Hg   lu shows n lulu 

loaded. The last pallets were placed along the sides, as shown m I ig 10. in order to 

give the lorkhll truck maneuvering room; this gave the stack a I -shape, witi» the 

open end ol  the LI toward ihe dot* 

Selected projectiles in the ammunition stack weie pinned by packing high 

explosive (Composition C) in the projectile lu/e well dig III and equipping each 

with a length ol Pnmacord leading lo a nonelectiic detonator. Pruned piojccules 

were located at each of the eight comers (upper and lower) ol the bottom la\cr, 

winch was two pallets high, ol the ammunition slack oilcnoi pro,ectilc* «»n the 

pallets were chosen, so that each primed projeciile was suirounded by i.npruned 

ones. Pruned projectiles were also placed in each ol the li\e lasers ol pallets in a 

column in the center of the slack Since thete was BO access to the tear of the 

igloo alter the ammunition was installed, the pro)cctilcs were pruned as the pallets 

were loaded in, and the Pnmacord leads were brought forward during the loading 

process. All 13 Pnmacord leads had the same total length and the same length 

extending outside  the maga/me. these exterior lengths were bundled. 

High-explosive acceptor charges were located in each ol the acceptor igloos h 

provide further evidence ol the probability ol the explosion propagating to Ihe 

acceptor maga/mos. Each iglo<» contained eighl acceptor charges, arranged in two 

rows of four across the face of ihe maga/me. one about IK inches off the floor, 

and the other above it. about   5  leel oil  ihe  llooi 

Six   accptor   charges   were   located   in   the   northeast   concrete   block   storage 

building and  two  Class  7  missile   rocket   motors,  one  a Polans   \ J second stage and 

the   other   a   Minuteman   third  stage, were  Unrated   in   the  northwest   Storage  building 

(hg   12). 

DATA COLLECTION 

FRAGMENT COLLECTION AREAS 

lo measure liagmeni distribution, tluee i.idia' sectors ol 5-dcgree width weie 

cleared and smoothed to the north, south, and west "I the donoi maga/ine. 

bciiinning at a distance «»I $00 leel Iroin the maga/ine llig l>) Ihe south and 

west   lectors   were   cleared   lo   .*.(MHI   'eel.   although   the   south   sect km  was se.rchcd 
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I I',   t !   v M«tiding Unit Rocket Motor» in PLKC   Pol.tm motor is on 
in«.  Uu   Mm id..MI. -MI llu   ii-_-M    I In  iiii>vir»i: fool  v-clion »JN rrpftfcSfd Ivton- the lost. 

IM.K in ?IKI0 livl Uu- IHMIII kCCtoi ended Jl 1.617 leet beCSUM ol a hill. The 

vuiili WCIIM jctuall) extended ul"iig I7| degrees true, noi IXU. to avoid J hill. 

I .IJI  seci.M   vv.is divided into «ewtal March aieas culled cells. 

In jddiii.in. .1 iiniiilv' ••( WJKII areas, inostiv lOU-loot squares, were surve\ed 

and marked hin iM :l uted TUCM urea» «rcrc located jd|jeent to jnd beyond the 

Ihtee* -I.V I- iv iind also mi hues extending H5 jnd }M> degrees true Iron» the donor 

II.I..J/IIK ecittoi Suite nl the .IIC.IN shown in lig \.\ were jdded jltei the test The 

geltet al  plan  w.i-  i"  v-.iii.li   liusi-  MII.III  aieas  on   loot  and  to seaicl. the ».ells with J 

i truck 

Id miiutvi Mid tcvent) nl fragment strikes tut JII nrcrult ot j si/e dircctl) 

jppii'Miiijtinr ilui nl K pu.il piesi-ni da> Commercial aircraft were observed b> 

pljuiiL' .1 11 -J'» JH etui I I.MMI IcCl li'Hii the donor maga/inc on a line ubont 335 

degree» line WIIKII located il»e aircraft neat one ol the 100-foot square* Large 

holes I it mi pievioiis u-sis wen coveted with sheet metal IN sereen. and the top 

Miil.uis .iiiJ item suit -I Uu iiiti.ili wiio painted white to aid in distinguishing 

between iu w ii.i-.in. ;.i In4c« .tu«J iild mu?» 

OVERPRfcSSURI 

!<•   ineuMti      lii.i.i    nvctprcMtifC    lime   lusi.m    in   the   held   beyond   the   tesi 
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structures. 16 Ballistics Research Laboratories self-recording blast gauges, wire 

installed from 410 leet to 2J690 feel 10 the mirth and west ol the donor maga/me. 

and Irom 4)0 leet to 8X0 leet to the south These were installed along the edges ol 

the cleared sectors, as shown in Hg   14 

To measure the overpressure tune histoiy near the lace ol Ihe acceptor igloos. 

10 kisller piezoelectric overpressure gauges were installed Two ol* these were 

installed in the ground, (lush with (he surlace. 2 leet lorward ol the headwall ol 

each ol the lour acceptor igh>os. Two gauges were also installed in the wing walls ol 

Ihe south igloo to measure the raCC-Mfl overpressure 

• 
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EXPECTED OVERPRESSURE   AT  410  FT;   20 PSI 
EXPECTEO OVERPRESSURE   AT   2.690  FT     I   PSI 

HG   14   BUM Ciju^e  LoatfMft, 

STRUCTURAL MOTION 

Part of the initial motions and velocities <>l the acceptor igloo headwalls and 

doors was recorded by three sets ol electric probes. Each set comprised probes of 

various lengths mounted on a post and set against microswitches. These sets were 

installed in the north, east, and south igloos at the middle height ol one door near 

the opening edge 

A linear motion transducer was mounted on the inside top center of the 

heidwall in (he north, east, and south igloos. A 4 loot-long section of railroad rail, 

suspended horizontally by chains trom the top of the arch, was placed in contact 

with the transducer in each igloo Ueadwall movement would thus be sensed relative 

to this suspended  rail, which would remain initially fixed in space due to its inertia 

Vertical and horizontal floor motions were recorded by eight accelerometers 

(two per igloo) u.stallcd on the center lines of the floors, near the front. 

\2 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

Photographic lecords ol ilu' test were obtained by lü high-speed (up to 4.000 

frames per second) 16- and 35-mm ground-based cameras und by three cameras 

running at near normal speeds Most Cameras wcic located 1.500 feet 10 the west 

and south of the test site, one w.is 3,500 too» south, and one was 30.000 loci to 

the northwest. 

Oblique \iews of the hcadvvalls of the donor and the lour acceptor igloos were 

obtained, as well as overaP views o| the entire site Photography of the interior ot 

the west and south igloos was als*) accomplished, showing the inward colbpse ol the 
doors 

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUMENTATION 

VIROLOGY 

Measurements of lempcraluto. pressure, humidity, and wind velocity and 

direction were made at the surface and every 1.000 loot above ground up to 15.000 
leet one hour betöre and »me hour alter the test event. 

OVERPRESSURE WITHIN AND NEAR IGLOOS 

The Mason & Hangei Silas Mu*>n to. Inc.. installed pressure gauges and 

lime-of-airival gauges at selected position inside and outside the acceptor igloos using 
company  sensors and recorders 

SEISMIC DATA 

Tito event was coordinated wit!, the California Institute of Technology to 

provide it an opportunity to identity the seismic effects resulting from the test. No 

results were reported (•> NWC 

POST-TEST DATA 

Post-test measurements of headwall position were made for comparison with 

pretest measurements to determine the permanent displacement ol various points on 

the lace ol each acceptor igloo headwjll In addition, general photographic records 

were made of the effects ol the explosion 

• 

13 
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ESKIMO I DETONATION 

Ai noon on B December I97I, the donor charges were detonated by 
simultaneous!) initialing the 13 bundled Primacord leads wuh two engineer's 
specials. The electrical impulse I'm tOC two detonaton originated in UM Randsburg 
Wash lire control building 6 miles away from the test sue. No personnel were 
within ö miles ol the lest sue at detonation. 

Figures 15 through 30 show the event as viewed from the northeast. These 16 
photographs en selected frames from motion pictures taken from a helicopter 
slightly more than 2 mdes away from the test site. The camera wrs a 70-mm 
Mulcher wuh a 162*001 lens operating at 10 Irames per second. 

Figures 15 through 18 are consecutive frames 0.1 second apart, and Fig. 19 
through 30 are Irames selected at progressively increasing time intervals up to 40 
seconds alter the detonation. 

TEST  RESULTS 

GENERAL 

Figure 31 is an aerial view of the test site after the detonation. Table 1 
summarizes the principal effects. Details or the response of the acceptor structures, 
charges, and motors are presented with illus.rations in the following sections. 

SOUTH IGLOO 

None of the eight acceptor charges received sufficient damage to induce 
burning or explosion. The donor explosion resulted in the following structural 
response 

I The doors were forced inward (Fig 32). They remained in a general!) 
upright position although hinge separation occuired U  several points. 

2. Earth covet from the donor magazine was thrown into the igloo (Fig. 33) 
and also against the hcadwall and wing walls. 

3 The concrete headwall was cracked, particularly around the door frame. 
from Mast overpressure but showed little evidence o\ Iragment damage (Fig   34) 

In general, the south igloo was the least damaged of an\ of the acceptor 
structures. 

WEST IGLOO 

None   ot   the   eight   acceptor   charges   received   sufficient   damage   to   induce 

14 
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1 |(.   27   Ut.»iuti.>n  Hiis  I '  S lit.    2M    iKi.'n.ili.'P  Huv   M  V\onds 

lit.   :»   lK(..n.ili<u» Plux l\ Second« I K.   Ml  DtiMtttiun "us 40 s 

c\pl..M.ni t»r burning Rie dintiM explosion produced tlio lollowing structural 

response 

I The doors were torccd inward (I ig 35) Ihe lelt door remained attached to 

ihc door trumc. but the rijjlrt dooi separated and »he slice! metal liiici was detached 

Irutll   the'   lest    l>l    I IK*   do«»'    | l_Ct*1   .«lid   right   .ito   JN   viewed   11 oiii   the   extern»!   lacing 

the headwall.) 

^   Much earth cover futm ihe d«»n«»r maga/mc WJ\ thrown into the west igloo 

< I iu   .^'1 and also jfaiiiNt   the headwall and  wing walk 

\   small   section   ill   «.onctele   hcadvuil   adlJCYIII   li>   the   Icl'i   dooi|j|,ib   was 

damaged icvcrcly. with complete pcrroraiuiii <»i a limited aia (Fig 37) Tins is 

believed to be the result ol impact h\ a heaV) liagmcul llcaV) fragment! oi donor 

Ctirb were lotind 111 Iron! ol the west igloo (see I'ig 35) One euib fragment J4 teet 

long was lound under the debris piled at the lelt side Ihe tight side ul the 

headwall experienced  minor cracking 

In general, the west igloo condition, except toi the damage near the lelt door 

joint. was roughly equal to that ol ihe south igloo Ihe n:\\l side ol the headwall 

experienced less damaee than an\   headwall section in ai'\   other  igloo 
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TABLE 1   Summary ot  Damage Effects. 

stiuctuie tnd 

Acceptor ch.nge 

and motoi Structure response 

Mparat response 

South -ijioo, 

20 • W1  J 

No explosion oi bwni ><j Doois thrown inward. m.no> headwall ilamacjt 

West igloo 
2 T5 • W' 

No explosion o« bummij [  Doors t hi own inward, headwall perforated at 

one pomi. but blast effects tudged 
m.nor 

North igloo, 

2.0 •  W1  3 

Four chaiges burned Doors thrown inward and separated, headwall 

Jvimaqe from blast more extensive than 
in sou'.h and west igloos. 

East •«!' 
i ft • w' 3 

All charges detonated 
o> exploded 

Acceptor chaiye reactions caused maior damage, 

only floor. r?ar wall, wing walls, and 

outer poMions of earth cover remained at 

initial site. 

No'ihAfii concrete 

•.truclure. 
20 • W1 3 

Both motels bu<ned Structure reduced to debus some reinforced 
elements remained tied together 

Northeast concrete 

WOI k   Structure. 
2.0 - W1'3 

No explosion or burning Structure reduced to debris, many reinforced 
elements remained tied together 

B 29 aircraft. 

1.800 ft 

No acceptor units Aircraft skin pierced by fragments at 
42 points 

NORTH IGLOO 

I .»tu  oi  the eight  acceptm  charge« burned (Fig   38fc fee rcmainim four did 

IHM hum oi explode three ot the burned UMUI wore fawn the lower tier id charges, 

.nid two v>i these woic from iltc inside positions behind the dow the fourth 

burned unit was from an uppci inside position Ihe mechanism that mutated 

bnriunf could not be determined Ihe dcHim explosion resulted m ihe toiiowmg 

structuta! response 

I Iltc doois were forced inward and detached Itom their hinges Sheet metal 

dt**   linen were separated. 

J Headwall Clacking was much mote general than in ihe s<unh or weM igloos 

Cracking and inward movement was paiticularls mote evident jttsl inward ot the line 

ol attachment to the steel arch, the conciete sill, jnd ei ictete lloor tltg 3l> and 

40)    Despite   this   moie   extensive   damage,   there   weic   otiK   veiy   limited   areas   ot 

concrete separation   oi «nailing, imm the mtenoi surface ot the wall  Together with 

the nature and position ol the sepaiaiion and with low wall velocities ot 

approximate!) 35 »t sec. this hunted amount ol spalhng indicated that the secondary 

concrete fragments would have presented no serious ha/aid to ordnance m the igloo 

Figure 41   shows the linear  motion  liaiisducer  used  to derive  the wall velocity 

I« 
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I Ki    M     KctUA  Vk«  "'   F«*1  *t*   Mw  1Vi..iuhon   Not« <N> ^«>nl in earth u-u'i over 

remain* wl eaM igh»; «I»« r"'- ••■ *»«! *** "' CJNt Nr**« ,n ,,,,n' l" "ut °" °" 
slope  ol   the  5*M<M1   uiij./iiu'    it i  ..»Hap«   paiu-rn  ol  remtone.l elements ol iWWWlC 
hlovk itructuro   m,I  il>i .IOMOII  p.itletn on south slope .<!  e.itlh  kirruaile. 

In general, this, »eh»«» experienced coiisiderabh mwe uvermvsrtirc Isce later 
i»Me*I Hun eilhei lite MMHII HI west igloo, aiul the structural resnmwc hi consistent 

with this. lucre wa» little» indication »>i fragment damage from the domn projectiles 

tn donoi s .ueiure Such damage was prevented b> ine intervening earth 

embankment, which, tiuiugli eroded on tnc IIMKM ode. was breaertcd mil) m J 

limited reei«»n aloni ilk' lop ncsu the extended eentei line "i ine donor. 

LAST IGLOO 

hvidence from liiu!i-s|Vv-d camera recofits* from fragment pitting ol trie real 

concrete wall, and fiom fragmem pcrloriUui oi recovered sections «»' '»«eel arch 

in.m tins if/km indicate« det«matiou. m .i combination "I exflkwkw .md detoiution. 
ol the acecptm miil* Probing .md partial removal oi the earth till that etwered ine 

llooi allot the lest tailed In reveal .m> UllCXploded acceptor* oj JD\ large fragments 

u-iiiamiue itoin ihc eight  acceptor» etttitained m the structure   Structural response 
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i id   12   Interim VTcn <>t South lj:i'"» 

FIG. 13   HeadwaN md Doorway »f South \?Uw 
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was UN lollows 

1. No fragments of the steel doors or UtC concrete hcjdwall, or debris 

idenliluble JS well, could be found. 

2. Hie concrete rear wall was severe!) pitted (Fig. 42) and was thrown 

backwaid at the top. coming to test at an angle several degrees trmn vortical (Fig. 

4JJ 

3. The steel arch was separated into several sections, the la.gcsl of which came 

to rest in front of and on the east slope of the S^foot-long maga/ine remaining 

fro« a  1963 test   Another piece (Fig. 44) tell in Iron« of the door. 

4   The igloo floor was covered with earth. 

In general, the extent ol damage caused by the doncr blast was masked by 

the subsequent reaction o! the acceptor charges within the igloo, so comparisons 

with the response of Other igloos cannot be made. It is apparent that acceptor 

charge response was much more violent  m the east igJoo than in the other igloos. 

NORTHWEST CONCRETE BLOCK STRUCTURE 

The two t lass 7 motors, a Polaris second stage and a Minuteman third stage, 

ignited and burned without undergoing substantial movement from their pretest 

positions. 
The concrete block structure was leveled, with the walls generally collapsing 

inward front the top Portions ot reinforced vertical cells and the reinforced 

horizontal bond beams remained tied together although extensively cracked and 

sheared. Figure 45 shows the remains. 

NORTHEAST CONCRETE BLOCK STRUCTURE 

The six acceptor charges contained in this structure did not burn or explode 

All six were lound near the door opening in the north wall ol  the building 

The structur.il response was generally similar to that t «countered by the other 

concrete block building (Fig. 4o). except that reinforced elements appeared to retain 

their integrity and relative positions slightly belter than in the northwest structure 

A direct comparison is not entirely valid because of the moto^burning effects in the 

northwest pile of debris 

B-29 AIRCRAFT 

The aircraft skin was pierced bv fragment! in 42 places (Fig 4"I Fragments 

found about the aircraft, which was parked I .SOU feet from the donor maga/ine. 

varied in si/e from small gravel to about   10 pounds in weight (.Hg   48). 
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I K.  4»   Pjrl of Sted Arih ol I j\t kloo L\ine in 1 ronl Of Door of 59-1 ool Mjgj/mc 

NoM pirloution«. Irom aiVfptOI lujimenlv 

I l(".   45   RitnniiN <>l NonOWVM ( OIK role HI»K k Sinuturr   Hurried out L'iMC ol  I'ol.iri» 
molor IN .ii riplil. par«> ol MmuKm.in KtUtOf .tic .it kit 
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I IG   4H    Projcerlc   I ragments   I ound  al   Sue   ol   B»29   AttVOrft   The largest   trapmont 

\hown here weighed  1(1 pounds 

FRAGMENT COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

FRAGMENT COLLECTION 

Before the test, three 5-dcgrec sectors, as shown on rig. |J, were cleared ol 

vegetation and debris from a prior test, and each sector was divided into cells as 

described in Table 2. Alter the test, a truck equipped with an Ntooi-long bai 

magnet was driven slowlv over the area encompassed by each cell The area was 

covered once by diivini! parallel to the main a\is ol ihe secttM and y^\K<: b> driving 

at right angles ti> this axis The largei fragments collected in each cell, namelv. those 

estimated to weigh 3 4 pound oi moie. vveie individual weighed in the lield. and 

the weights were logged   I iguie 4l> SIH.VVS thiee ol  the larger  fragments 

The rest ol the iia;jmenis tioiu each tell weie earned as a group to a central 

site lor scieening and weighing The loüowing screen si/es (in inches» were used 2 

3/4, I M4. 112." 8. J 4. and 5 8 I ragments telauied on each screen weie 

weighed as a group and counted I stunates ol the numbei ill small liagments 

passing all scteeiis weie made In   counting small samples and exiiapolating 

Pretest planning called lor the loot search and hand pickup ol Iragments from 

•»elected    I (JO-   In    KKMoot   aieas   to   supplement   data   denved   lion»   magnet   tiikk 
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CDIIC« IIOI1  by  M.igin'l   T 
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N.i-tt. 

/'HI 

7b0 to 1.000 
1.000 i 

1.250 to l.bOO 

1.500 to ».61/ 

oulh •..■! in 

i 750 

/>,{>.,   i 000 

i 000 io 1.250 
1.750 • 

J .500 In ?.<)00 

703 io 1 OrK) 
I   .'SO 

1.SU0 

I ?.0O0 

.'.000 to 2.500 
?.5O0 to 3.000 

J No !'u«|ineni COlioCIIOtI I'v "> i.|n*-l MuU Üeyonü 

1.617   (eet   tietiust»  O«   rouqh.   hilly    || 
* No If jgment cotkt tmn iiy m.iqnei t'utk !»♦?yc»rlt| 

2.000 feei »Hscjjse o« ioti 
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collection, particularly  in areas not accessible lu ihe I ruck because u! the terrain   In 

post test   flagrant!   collection,   the   pattern  ol   search  was varied  somewhat  trom 

pretesl plans to meet field conditions «»I fragment distribution, in addition, the 

icardl was extended to include areas duccllv adjacent in magnet liuck collection 

sectors as a check on the latter The icardl areas were general!) IUU feel square, 

however. 50- b>  5oioui  areas srere used In regions »I lissjjbi fragment density, and 

Iwo larger areas weie also used (see   I able 3 and Fig,   13). 

The foot searches were conducted thoioughlv by iwo men moving m mutually 

perpendicular paths. In areas ol soft, loose siulacc earth, all eialcis. even small ones. 

were probed loi fragments. The craters often vielded metal Iragincnts not visible 

Without probing. In the areas In the west, ihe craters were more often caused by 

clods of donor earth CCA 

I lie manual method ol fragment collcciion was consideicd o be more 

thorough than magnet collecnou in areas where ihe suufesi lugim-nts weighed 0.05 

pound \i ihe closer ranges, approximate!) I .IKK) leel oi less front the donor, no 

altempl was made to pick up the vctv small liagmcnts (0.05 pound and under) bv 

hand. 

TABLE 3. Areas Used in Fragment Collect on by Hand Pickup 

Si/e of Distance Irom donor cente* to cent*' ol collection ait», ft 

collection North Southeast South West Northwest 

area, ft (356 5 den) (I35deg> j  (174deg> 1266 5 .leg) (330 o>q) 

50 K 50 1.025 1.025 

2.018 •• 1.525 

100 * 100 2.850 1 850 1 000 2.050 2.350 

3.050 1.95* 2 050 2.250 2.650 

3.150 2 050 2 250 2.450 2.750 

3.250 2150 2 450 2550 2.850 

3.350 2 250 2.950 
3.450 2 450 3.050 

100 ■ 200 2.740 ... 

100 • 230 2 950 

FRAGMENT ANALYSIS 

In  analwmg  the   fragments,  the  principal   emphasis  was   placed  on  producing 

data that would identilv fragment ha/ards in vanous regions atouud the donor igloo 

liv comparison with existing siandaids An additional objective was the presentation 

ol data in a manner that would facilitate additional analvsis m the •♦vent that it was 

desned It» varv either the fragment deusiiv criteria or encigv level criteria in ihe 

standards. 

The graphs shown in hig ."*() through 57 were derived to show ihe increases ,;i 

the cumulative number of fragments per l().(KK> li- wiih decreases m fragment 

weight   for each collection cell    The abscissa  positions of data  points lor   the  larger 
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WEIGHT. LB 
10 

IK.. 50. Cumulative Number of fragments pel IOJOQO ft1 Versus Height in Pounds 

for Cells in the North Sector (Magnetic Pickup». Rough, lullv icrr.tm prevented 

magnetic pickup in Cells  I  and 2 

weights, generally I pound or more, are based on .uhitiar> selection and grouping of 

individually weighed fragments Abscissa positions of data points ol group-weighed 

Iragments. represenling retentions on screens, were based on average weights derived 

lor each collection cell   Ranges ol  average weights were as lollows: 

Seiten tfae, m Weight range, lb 

: MA weighed individually 
1 3/4 0 40 to QjbS 
1  1/2 0.30 to 0.40 

7/8 0.13 to 0:4 
3/4 0J06 to 0 II 
5/8 0.03 to 0.06 

In determining the cumulative number of fragments associated with each 

weight, it was assumed that hall the number ol Iragments retained on the screen 

were heavier than the average weight and hall were lighter than the average weight; 

that  is. the weight  ol   the  median  fragment  was assumed to be equal to the average 
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'. IG 51 I umulative Number t»l fragment* per HUKHi It* Versus Weicht in Pounds lor 
Cells in the South Sector iM.icneti.. Pukup» Cells I and 2 were to«< «oft n>r the truck 

to operate in. 

weight lor the group Ba>cd on an analysis ol several rauptet of groups in winch 

liagments wore mdividuallv weighed, the .'run mttoduccd In this assumption was 

Considered acceptable 

Implicit in the methods used to determine the cumulative numbei associated 

with weight was the assumption that the extreme weight limits lot each screen 

retention gtottfl did not extend beyond the average values lor adiacent screen si/es 

AnaKses ol the same g'oup samples leleued to above showed \anations in WCifRt 

lor most scteen si/es which extended well past the averages loi adiaceut icreen si/cs 

The error introduced had ihe geneial e fleet o| emphasi/uig the scattering of data 

points. Wuh true representation it is believed the data points would have appeared 

smoother. 

In the graphs no attempt was made to differentiate between structural 

Iragments Irom igloos and 155-nun projectile fragments However, the basic data 

Iron» which the graphs were derived does distinguish between the two tvpes of 

Iragments. tor Iragments which were mdtvidualk weighed 

Figures 58 through <>5 were derived front I ig 50 through 57. and thc\ show 

VariattOftt in the ntimbei ol Iragments per 10.000 It- fbl various distances awav 

lto:u the donor magazine. These liguics aie plotted lor Iragtnent weight levels ol 

XJ.125. ^0.2K. and >\ 0 pound 

Ihe selection ol  the 0 2S-pound level was based on the  following rationale 

I the present 1)1)1 SB auction lor hazardous Iragments to unprotected 

personnel   stipulates   an   acceptable  denstt)   ol   not   more   than  one   pet   hOO   ft*,  a 
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IK. <2 Cumulative Number i»l I raiMiunt-. per lil.IMM» U* Versus Weight in Pounds 

tor ( vIK in ihe Wovt Sector iMacneli«. Pickup» Data tor foil I is oil vale in this 
figure 

hazardous   Iragmcnt   being   defined   as   one   having   a   kinetic   IM Ig)   of  58   It-lb   or 

greater. 
2. The distribution of Iragmonts in this tesi made H apparent thai ihc sale 

fragment distance based on the above emotion would be determined b> lugmenis 

fulling at their tree-lull terminal velocity from fig 3 ol Kef 2. the value o\ 0.2H 

pound was den\ed as ihe weight ol a $H It lh Iragniciit moving at terminal velocilv 

Figure 66 shows the limits ol Iragmenl hazard lor the I SKIMO I lesi. based on the 

above standards 

The cfeoiCC ol the 0.1 25-pound level was somewhat arbitrary, being a bit larger 

than the 0 OK pound derived Imm fig 3 <>| Ret 2 lor a fragment with II It-lb ol 

kinetie encrgv (an encrgv criterion recommended b\ some investigators! moving at 

terminal velocity However, the 0 125 level does piovide data points lor a weight 

level ol  general  interest 

The choice ol the 10-pound level is again athitrarv. but it does permit 

comparison ol the 02S-pound level with a nvuh higher level, furthctmoie. in this 

particular   test,   it   demonstrates   that    ihe   choice   ol    Itugment   weights   and   thus 
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I K<    S3    stimulative   NuinKr   <>i   I uiMturm   per   in.iMMt   ft-   Wrsiis  »«.Tfttll   in   Pounds 

lor Various Norttiw««tcri) Uktancc« I'rum itw Donor Mop/tnc (Hand rVfcupi 

indireclk the choice of Iragmcn! kinetic cucigies docs not strongk influence the 

position ot ihc talc distance limits lot densit) values ot one hazardous fragment per 
(»oo ft3 or 16.7 fragments per 10.000 n: 

CONCLUSIONS 

GENERAL 

Based on the results ot this test and supporting data lioin previous tests. 

DDh.SB has aiithori/ed the following new separation distances lor eaithco\cred 

steel-arch maga/mes without  intervening barricades 

Face-to-rear orientations   2 0 x \K '  ; 

I ace-to-side orientations   2.75 X W1'3 

DDHSB also adjusted the spacing requirements tor facc-to-iacc orientations lo II x 
W,/3    without    an    intervening   barricade   and    in   6    X    W1   *    when   a   substantial 

barricade exists between the igloos 

Additionally, as a result of damage incurred b\ igloo doors and headualls. 

DDI SB has initiated a test, to he conducted at China Lake, to compare di»oi and 

headwall designs. The test will use structuralk sound portions nt I SKIMO I 

structures.  The donor Configuration and position will be planned  to subject  each lest 
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headwall   and   dcof    to   llio   same   blast   loading,   namcU.   one   approximating   that 
experienced ai Hie south acceptor iglo.» in lite I SKIMo I test 

INSTRUMENTATION DATA 

Data from ESKIMO I instrumentation are discussed and tabulated in olhcr 
lections   of   this   report.   The   instrumentation   d.iu   yielded   the   following  basic 
inlormaliou 

1. The l<> BRL sell-tecoidmg mechanical blast gauge* placed at 410 to Z.O^K) 
lee I from the donor m three au.iss (north, west, and \oulh) indicated an explosive 
\ield o\ an unbarncaded slack ol ihoUl l(M).tHM) potmdf of INT al gauge distances. 
This is in lair agreement with reductions ill \ield predicted b\  Rel   J 

2. The records from the kisilei pte/octtiCUtC blast gauges mounted at ground 
le\el   near   the   acceptor   igloo  hcadwalls  and   in   the  south  igloo wing walls showed 
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FRAGMENT DATA 

Results of fragment collection and JIIJKSIS are summan/ed as follows: 

1, The   limits   of   fragment   hazard,   based   on   an   acceptable   density   of  one 

ha/irdous fragment per 600 ft- oi surlace area are 

North (front) of donor magazine     3.200 feet 

West (side) of donor tnaga/ine         2.600 feet 

South (rear) of donor magazine     * 2.200 feet 

This assumes that a hazardous fragment is one I aving a kinetic energy of 58 ft-lb or 

more. Note that the fragment ha/ard limit forward of the donor magazine is at a 

distance greater than 2.630 feet, which is the distance for the occurrence of the 

l-psi incident overpressure level for 200.000 pounds of unbarncaded TNT. as derived 

from standard curves. 

2. The   maximum   throw   ol   fragments   as   observed   bv   field   search   was   as 

follows: 

Projectile fragments north of donof      5.000 feet 

Projectile fragments west of donor     3.100 feel 
Earth clods west of donor     .                         3.400 feel 
Projectile fragments south of donor 3.600 feel 
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DATA DERIVED FROM INSTRUMENTATION 

EVENT TIMES 

With the exception of data derived from the BRL self-recording gages, all data 
were recorded on a time base: standard (RIG Format B for the motion pictures, 
and binary coded 1,000-hertz timing for magnetic tape data from Kistler blast gages, 
linear motion transducers, and accelerometers. Figures 67 and 68 show recordings of 
instrumentation data; on both of these figures the small timing pulses ate 
milliseconds. 

Table 4 summarizes test event times derived from assessment of the various 
data recorded on a time base. Selection of a zero time was somewhat arbitrary; 
however, it does correspond to one of three pulses on the zero time record. In 
addition, zero time coincides with (I) the first occurrence of a substantial fireball 
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just north uf the dunor magazine, (2) the appearance of a nearly continuous line of 
initial fireball eruption through the top of the donor earth cover, and (3) fust 
fireball lighting of acceptor igloo headwalls. The pulse on the zero time record was 
derived from an lomzation probe located atop the earth fill at the center of the 
donor magazine. Note in Table 4 that the main blast wave arrived at blast gauges 2 
feet forward of the hcadwall of the north igloo 6.7 milliseconds before it arrived at 
a corresponding gauge position at the cast igloo, despite the fact that the east igloo 
wa^ much closer to the center of the donor explosive mass. This is one of many 
indications of the strong direction influence on the blast exerted by the presence of 
the donor magazine structure and earth cover 

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY 

The   test  event   was  recorded  photographically  by  ground-based   16-mm and 
35-mm cameras using color film. Film from cameras operating at  1.000 frames per 
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f* 

FIG. 66. Limits of Fragment Hazard. Based on Acceptable Density of One 
Hazardous Fragment per 600 ft2. A hazardous fragment »s defined as one 
having kinetic energy > 58 ft-lb. 

second and less gave an overall picture of the fireball growth and the explusion of 
debris. Detailed coverage of acceptor igloo headwalls provided good views of blast 
waves approaching and reflecting from structural surfaces. Waves appeared as 
multiple and complex at the north, east, and south acceptor igloos. 

Coverage of the donor magazine headwall showed initiation and travel of the 
detonation along the Primacord, followed by emergence of a bright fireball from the 
door and headwall. Detonation of acceptor charges in the east igloo was recorded as 
a brillant, intense light typical of detonation photographs. 

The timing marks recorded on the high-speed 16-mm film became erratic after 
emergence of a substantial fireball; however, the timing of observable events as 
derived from film records agreed well with timing of the same events recorded on 
tape (if the measured camera speed at or near zero time is assumed to hold 
throughout the event). The single exception to this is a disagreement between tape 
and film records concerning the time of detonation of acceptor charges in the east 
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TABLE 4. Summary of Event Times in M'lliseconds. 

Tim« «re based on 0 0 ms for fireball eruption «s described 
in the text. Primacord was initiated at  -14 ms 

Event North igloo East igloo South igloo West igloo 

Fint signal from velocity 

probe« at igloo doors NA 26.2 41.2 23.0 

Arrival of main blast at 

ground Kistler gauges 

2 ft in front of 

igloos 26.2 32.9 49.2 76.0 

Arrival cf main blast at 

headwall Kistler 

gauges NA NA 50.7 NA 

First wall motion recorded 
by transducers in 

headwalls 25.2 33.9 51.1 NA 

First floor motion recorded 

by horiz. and vert, 
accelerometers 27.7 32.6 54i 3 75.6 

First floor motion caused 

by events other than 

donor blast 1 51 to 65* a 144.0C 

Approx. detonation time of 

acceptor charges in east 

igloo NA 51 to60d NA NA 

" No meaningful data obtained. 
b Record is noisy, but accelerometer channels appear to be driven to 

saturation in this time frame Detonation of acceptor charges in east igloo also 
occurs in this time frame. 

c Instrumentation channels were driven to saturation shortly after most of 
this motion, which is believed to be caused by impact of a large section of 
donor igloo floor curb against west igloo headwall. 

"Records from accelerometers and ii tear motion transducer suggest 51 
ms. Motion picture records show 60 ms. This discrepancy is discussed in the 
text. 
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igloo. To resolve this disagreement it is believed necessary to assume that (1) the 
camera speed was accelerating rapidly from zero time to the acceptor charge 

-jdelonation, or (2) the strong signal changes recorded by accelerometcrs and linear 
motion transducer chani.els at approximately 50 milliseconds after zero time were 
related to events other than acceptor charge detonation-for example, impact of a 
very large fragment similar to that striking the west igloo. 

BLAST GAUGE DATA 

General 

The blast gauge instrumentation consisted of two basically different types of 
gauges: (1) BRL self-recording mechanical gauges placed at distances ranging from 
410 to 2.690 feet from the donor, as listed in Table 5 and shown in Fig. 14 and 
(2) Kistler piezoelectric gauges placed at relatively shorter distances, commensurate 
with their greater frequency-response characteristics, from the donor magazine. 

BRL Gauges 

Data from the BRL gauges are given in Table 5. The use of W1/3 values from 
this 'able permits comparison with blast fields from other igloo tests and comparison 
of front, side, and rear blast levels with standard prediction values for actual or 
equivalent weights of explosive. From Table 5 the average values of W,/3 derived 
from overpressure and from impulse are 

Front     51.1 
Side     46.8 
rtear    40.4 

The average of these three values is 46.1, which gives an effective equivalent weight 
(W) of 98.000 pounds. 

Average values of W1'3  similarly derived from the   1963  test using 100.000 
pounds of Composit on B (Ref. 1) arc 

Front     43.7 
Side     39.6 
Rear    32.3 

The average of these tnree values is 38.5. which gives an effective equivalent weight 
of 57.000 pounds of TNT. 

If the derived equivalent weights of the front, side, and rear gauge arrays are 
compared as a percentage of the derived overall equivalent weights for ESKIMO 1 
and the   1963 test (Table 6). results are consistent with expectations in  that the 



TABLE 5. Summary of BRL Gauge Data. 

Peak overpressure Scale dis- R/X-, (or Impulse (1). Scale dis- RXji.or 

Gauge 

Gauge dis 

tance (R) 
psi tance (\t) w/'^de psi-ms 

l/R. 
tance ix2) W2

1/3> de 
Duration of 

overpressure 
derived from 

No.tf from donor Direct Computer overpressure. Direct Computer psi-ms/»t impulse. 
nved. curve, computer 

center, ft reading extrap. ft/lb1'3 
lb"3 reading extrap. ft/lb"3 lb1/3 extrap.. ms 

IN 410 11.8 12.0 8.8 46.6 520 530 1.29 76 54 0 148 

2N 526 889 7.86 10.6 49.6 397 418 0.795 9 8 53.8 162 

4N 880 2.88 3.02 20.2 43.5 213 216 0.245 18.0 489 182 

5N 1.580 1.62 1 47 31 5 50.2 141 152 0.0962 29.0 54.5 236 

6N 2.690 0.569 0.75 56.0 480 100 107 00378 45.0 59.8 299 

IS 410 8.04 7.45 10.6 38.7 243 248 0 605 11.2 366 95 

2S 526 583 5.71 13.1 40.2 251 252 0479 12 b 41 1 123 

St 703 4.50 4.08 15.5 45.2 190 194 0.276 170 41.4 135 

48 880 2.57 2.60 22.6 39 1 154 154 0.175 21 6 40.7 147 

2W 526 6 03 6 05 13.0 40.7 282 292 0.555 11 8 44.6 127 

3W 703 455 454 155 454 239 250 0356 15 0 46 9 144 

4W 880 3.25 3.31 19.6 45.0 209 229 0.260 17.6 50.3 158 

5W 1.580 1.39 37.0 42.6 .. . 
6W Ab90 0.879 8 86 50.0 533 73 78 0029 53.0 50.7 209 

z 

s 
Is 
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TABLE 6. Comparison of Derived Equivalent 
Weights for ESKIMO I and 1963 Tests. 

Gauge ESKIMO 1 test 1963 test 
array 

location «wight ratio 
weight 

ratio. % 
weight ratio 

weight 

ratio. % 

Front 

Side 

Rear 

5113/46.13 

46.83/46.13 

40.43/46.13 

136 

105 

67 

43.73/38.53 

39.63/38.53 

32.33/38.53 

148 

108 

59 

larger overall weight produced more symmetrical front and rear values (136 and 67% 

versus 148 and 59%). 
Figure 69 shows 1-psi overpressure values to the front, side, and rear of the 

donor magazine, derived from BRL gauge data, and a computed value based on 
200 000 pounds of TNT. The three derived values were obtained by using W1'3 

values derived by averaging the BRL gauge overpressure and impulse values and 
multiplying by a scaled distance factor of 45 corresponding 'o a 1-psi overpressure 
level in standard curves prepared by C. Kmgery of BRL (Ref. 4). These values of 
2.300. 2.110. and 1.820 feet are slightly higher than those based solely on the 1-psi 
overpressure levels recorded by the BRL gauges. The computed value was determined 
without reduction to an equivalent weight: that is, 200,000'/3 X 45 = 2.630 feet 

The equivalent weight can be calculated from the following formula from 
Ref. 3: 

W stack 1.2WkF 

where 

WfUck = equivalent weight of the stack 
W = total charge weight of the stack in pounds of TNT 
k =   attenuation   factor   for   the  mode  of storage (0.8  for  munitions 

stored in a standard steel-arch earth-covered igloo) 
F *  factor given  by  the  modified  Fano  formula  to account  for the 

energy   expended  in  breakii.g up  the  metal  of the weapon  case 
(0.635 for the 155-mm projectile body) 

Using these values. 

W stack 1.2 X 200,000 X 0.8 X 0.635 

122,000 pounds 

Using this value, W'/3 = 49.5, and the predicted position of the 1-psi overpressure 
level would be 49.5 X 45 or 2.230 feet in all directions from the donor magazine. 

The computer assessment of the BRL records produced (I) tabulations of the 
overpressure and impulse versus time and (2) plots of the data. Figures 70 through 
74 show the plotted data for 13 of the 16 BRL gauges. Gauges 3N and IW did not 
produce usable records, and gauge 5W showed peak pressure only. 
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TNT.  2.630  FT 

FIG. 69. Comparison of l-p\i Overpressure Distances for ESKIMO I Tesl 
With Distance for 200.000 Pounds of I neon fined TNT. 

In addition, the computer plotted the first part of the overpressure curve on a 
sernilogarithmic scale and fitted a least squares line to the curve, permitting an 
extrapolation to zero time for determining (he most likely real initial overpressure. 
Figure 75 shows such a plot. This procedure was designed to reduce the effect of 
slow response by the BRL gauges jt the leading edge of the shock wave and the 
effect of overshoot and oscillation by the fustier gauges. 

Similarly, the computer plotted the trailing edge of the positive phase of the 
overpressure curve on a sernilogarithmic scale and fitted a straight line to it, 
permitting extrapolation to the most likely positive-phase duration (Fig. 76). The 
program also included the computation of impulse based on these extrapolations. 

Kistler Gauges 

Data from Kistler piezoelectric gauges are presented in Table 7. The data, li1 e 
the BRL data, reflect the blast directionahzation caused by the donor magazine 
structures. The value of W1^3 derived from overpressure is much higher forward of 
the donor than are those to the rear; however all W1/3 values are lower than those 
derived from BRL gauge data. By an averaging process giving equal weight to 
incident overpressures recorded in each cardinal direciion. the equivalent W derived 
from the Kistler gauges is 30.000 pounds of TNT, or 30% of the equivalent W 
derived from the BRL gauge data. The apparent enter of the 30.000 pound 
equivalent W is about 10 feet outside the door of the donor magazine. 

There is no clear-cut, evident explanation for the large difference in equivalent 
WI/.3 derived from BRL and Kistler gauges. The high-speed 16-mm films showed 
multiple blast waves appearing at different angles with the ground surface. These 
were spaced well apart in some instances and close together in others. This 
multiplicity  of blast waves is consistent with phenomena recorded on film showing 
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FIG. 76. Computer Plot of Trailing Edge of Overpressure Curve From BRL Gauge IN. 

overall views of the early stages of development of the explosion-namely, that the 
development of a fireball north of the donor magazine and the development of a 
fireball in a line atop the donor magazine appear as separate processes. It may be 
hypothesized that these multiple blast fronts later coalesced as they approached the 
BRL gauge positions to form a single blast wave typical of that from a point source 
of about 100.000 pounds of TNT. However, the Kistler gauge records do not 
support this hypothesis, most gauges having recorded a moreor-less classical 
initial-peak blast pressure pulse with clearly intcrpretable reflection by the igloo 
headwall. There are additional signals on the records, particularly at the north and 
east gauge sites, that may have resulted from a blast wave or waves, but the traces 
are not consistent with the others. 

The differences between near (Kistler) and distant (BRL) gauges are not 
believed to result from instrument error or calibration error; they are believed to be 
representative of a real condition. Model tests reported Rcf. 5 show similar results. 
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TABLE  7 Summary of Kistler Piezoelectric Gauge Data. 

Geugedis 

lane« (R) from 

donor center. 

»t 

Peak overpressure, pti Impulu . pat ms 

Duration of 

overpressure 

curve, computer 

«»nap , m$ 

X,. darivad 
from ttd 

curve (or 

incident ove* 

pressure. 

tt-ibv3 

R/X, (or 

V»,1'3) d« 

rivad from 

overpressure. 

»b,/3 

ID/R.* 

Pti rm.M 

Xj darivad6 

from ltd 

curve lor 

int. 
it/ib,/3 

Gauge 

Station* 
Incident Reflected Measured 

HI 

Der.ved6 

• nctdani 

component 

(101 

*'X2 «O» 

Wj'^lde 

rived" from 

■ D.lb"3 

N'J 145 75 238 768 125 38 381 

N.l.g, 14S No record4" 

W.r|. 172 38 68 585 315 5 1 338 

Wig. 172 25 64 i 402 62 27 9 

S.r* 145 33 61 545 267 55 263 

S.t.f, 145 33 61 693 28 0 60 24 1 

E.<9- 84 27 

I.I* 84 No record* 

150 

250 1.010 * 28 300 

S.» M. 147 None 76 70S 258 297 6 1 230 1 75 62 239 

Si« 147 Nona 72 641 244 2/ 1 6: 22 7 166 64 23 0 

o 
-• 

" N. W. S. and E refer to the north, «wet. south, and east igloos; r. and I. refer to right and left povuont. g   jnd m. <efer to ground and «vail location» 
* Derived only for the wing wall locations in the south igloo 
c Gauge did not record peak overpressure; hence no calculations can be made. 
ä Data not reliable. 
■ Not computed; unreliable data. 
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MOTION INSTRUMENTATION 

Linear motion transducers positioned to measure movement of the concrete 
head wall above the center of the north, east, and south acceptor igloo doorways 
recorded data from which motion values listed in Table 8 were derived. The data 
for the north and east Tgloos were very similar for the first 3 inches of movement, 
whuh represents the limit of movement tolerated by the transducers and the limit 
of calibration. 

Attempts were made to measure door movement with probes of varying length 
mounted on a vertical post behind the door and seated against microswitches. These 
were not successful, probably because the microswitches were activated by forces 
other than door motion. The times of initial motion sensed by the probes are 
shown in Table 4. 

Accelerometer data, given in Table 9, are consistent in timing with blast wave 
arrival. Events later than blast wave arrival and of equal or greater significance are 
discussed in the Remarks column of this table. 

STATIC HEADWALL MEASUREMENTS 

Before the test, survey monuments were set to define a vertical plane 3 feet in 
front of each acceptor igloo headwall, and distances were measured from those 
planes to selected points on the headwaJIs. After the test, these distances were again 
measured, along with a number of additional distances not previously surveyed. 
Since pretest measurements showed that the walls deviated from a true vertical plane 
by ±0.05 feet, all of these additional distances are subject to that much error. The 
permanent changes in position of the three remaining (north, south, and west) 
headwalls are shown by isopleths in Fig. 77, 78, and 79. 

TABLE 8  Summary of Linear Motion Transducer Data. 

Location of 
h pad wall 

transducer 

Max. 
velocity. 

Av. velocity 
from initial 

motion to peak 
excursion, 

ft/sec 

Time from initiation 
motion to max. 

velocity, ms 

Av. acceleration 
from initial 

motion to max. 
velocity, g 

North igloo 
East igloo 
South igloo 

29.8 
29.5 
27.9 

20.0 
18.5 
13.3 

8.1 
8.0 

14.4 

114 
114 
60 
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TABLE 9. Summary of Accelerometer Data. 

Accelerometen wer« located on center lines of igloo floors, near the front. 

O 
H 

8 

Location of 
accelerometer 

Type of 
motion 

sensed 

Max. acceleration 

as a direct result 
of donor blast, g 

Approx. frequency of 

accelerations as a 
direct result of donor 

blast. Hz 

Remarks concerning acceleration record not 

directly resulting from donor blest 

North igloo Horizontal 10.3* 490 At approximately 32 tm after main blast arrival 
Vertical 16.0 Not measured* at the head wall, a second series of motions 

was recorded by the vertical accelerometer 

channel, with a maximum of 16.4 g. 

The horizontal channel was again saturated at 
10.3«. 

East igloo Horizontal 33.0 645 
Not measured* 

The record was noisy, however, both channels 
Vertical 20.0 appeared to be saturated intermittently, with 

motion beginning approximately 17 ms after 
errival of the main blast wave. 

South igloo Horizontal 6.3 500 No remarks. 
Vertical 2.0 Not mean-red* 

West igloo Horizontal 6.5 533 Both channels were saturated by motion 
Vertical 4.0 Not measured* beginning 68 ms after motion resulting 

directly from the donor blast. 

a Channel was driven to saturation at 10.3«. 
* Too few cycle« registered to obtain a measurement. 
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FIG. 77. Movement of licadwall of North Acceptor Igloo. A plus value 
shows movement away from the donor maga/inc; a minus value shows 
movement low- rd. The units are in hundredths of feet. 
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I l(i. 78. Movement of Headwall of South Acceptor Igloo. A plus value 
shows movement awa\ from the donor maga/mc. a minus value shows 
movement toward   The units are in hundredths of feet. 
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FIG. 79. Movement of Headwall of West Acceptor Igloo Phis values show 
movement away from donor magazine; one point (upper left) showed no 
movement. The units are in hundredth* of feet. 

Note that the headwalls appear to have responded in different ways at each of 
the three sites measured. It is apparent from visual observation and from 
examination of the measurement data at the north and south sites that the steel 
arch acted as a reaction line resisting headwall movement. The steel arch yielded 
somewhat but, curiously, this effect was more pronounced at the south igloo, where 
measured movement at the top of the arch was 2.5 to 3 inches. 

The movement shewn in Fig. 77. 78, and 79 does not represent the maximum 
motion experienced by the headwalls. For example, there was a space approximately 
0.2 feet wide between the back of the south headwall and the earth cover at the 
top left corner and a similar space 0.1 feet wide at the top right corner indicating 
movement greater than the permanent displacement. Similar but less marked 
evidence of earth cover compression was seen at the other acceptor igloos. This 
earth cover disturbance at headwalls may be seen in an overhead photograph (Fig. 
31). 
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Appendix A 

INTERIOR BLAST PRESSURES OF ACCEPTOR 
MAGAZINES: ESKIMO I 

by 

T. W. Warren 

I. B. Akst 

C. E. Canada 
Mason & Hanger-Silas Mason Co., Inc. 

Pantex A EC Plant, Amarillo, Texis 

November 1972 

This appendix contains extracts from the above report, with only Fig. 1, 5, 6. 
and 7 being reproduced herein. The omitted text and figures are essentially 
duplications of material contained in the main body of the basic report (TP 5430). 
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INTERIOR BLAST PRESSURES OF ACCEPTOR 
MAGAZINES: ESKIMO I 

ABSTRACT 

This report describes the measure fit of dynamic pressure-time histories 
within earth-covered, steel-arch acceptor nagazines which were subjected to 
overpressures produced by the detonation a central donor magazine containing 
200,000 pounds of TNT cast in Ml01  155 :       projectiles. 

Shockwave arrival times were monitore t the headwaUs of four inwardfacing 
acceptors located at scaled distances of 1.25 « 3 (Head to Side), 2.00 W1/3 (Head 
to Head with intermediate barricade), 2.00 V> 3 (Head to Rear), and 2.75 W1/3 

(Head to Side). Equivalent explosive weight vai s are derived as functions of time 
and direction for near-field conditions, based on xterior arrival time data as well as 
negative phase amplitudes of experimentally obwrved pressure profiles inside the 
acceptor "igloos." 

Since the test arrangement represented worst-case orientation for internal 
damage to adjacent magazines, some obvious safety aspects concerning potential 
personnel and equipment hazards are discussed with suggested improvements. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board is engaged in a program 
to more accurately determine the minimum safe separation distance between 
magazines storing explosives. This distance is the least which will provide assurance 
that an explosion in one magazine will not propagate to another although the 
second magazine and possibly its contents might be extensively damaged. Of 
particular interest to the AEC was the determination of air shock levels within the 
adjacent magazines to assess probable personnel effects and equipment damage. 
Previous tests (1) have demonstrated that earth-covered steel-arch igloo magazines 
can be safely spaced side to side at a distance in feel determined by 1.25 W1/3 in 
which W is the weight in pounds of the high explosive in storage. However, little 
information has been developed which will indicate the minimum safe distance 
between the concrete headwall of the magazine and the earth covered side, rear or 
barricaded headwall of another magazine. To determine the minimum safe separation 
distances when the headwall faces the donor explosion the Department of Defense 
Explosives Safety Board sponsored the Eskimo I Test. 
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DISCUSSION 

TEST ARRANGEMENT 

A plan view of the test arrangement complete with AEC instrument locations 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The pressure transducers used for the test were Kulite type XTS-190 (3). 
These are miniature strain gage type transducers containing a silicon diaphragm on 
which a Wheatstone bridge has been diffusion bonded. Each transducer had a small 
reference tube emerging from its back side which was sealed at an atmospheric 
pressure of 936 millibars such that each transducer read differential pressure. 

An array of 3 transducers was located centrally in each of the four acceptor 
igloos. These were positioned on a stand 2 feet above the floor and were directed 
to read head-on, side-on, and rear-on pressures within a 1-1/2 inch radius of each 
other. Each of the head-on gages in the acceptor igloos were fitted with kulite type 
M shields, which are small perforated screens used to resist particle impingement in 
severe environments. 

Each pressure transducer station was fitted for calibrations using pressun/ed 
dry nitrogen. 

Individual transducers were mounted near ground level, centrally in*ide each 
concrete blockhouse and 2 feet outside the forward wall of each blockhouse. These 
were for side-on pressure measurement only. 

Five shock motion detectors (pressure activated switches) were mstalled for 
measuring arrival times. One was mounted on each acceptor igloo headwall and one 
was positioned on the top center of the donor igloo to obtain a zero time reference 
point. 

The record/reproduce instrumentation system was located in an instrvment 
barricade approximately 1,000 feet west of the donor igloo. The signal monitoring 
system inr'uded differential amplifiers driving a magnetic tape recorder and an 
oscillograph. The transducers were connected through long underground control 
cables which entered a 2" conduit at the rear of each acceptor igloo and emerged in 
the floor at the center of the igloo. A simplified block diagram of the 
record/reproduce instrumentation system is shown in Fig. 5. 

The calibration procedure consisted of pressurizing each gage incrementally at 
its location; i.e., through the long control cables, the longest of which was 1.475 
feet, and monitoring the output voltage at the instrument barricade. Each input 
channel was then calibrated by inserting known voltage steps to ascertain the 
deflection sensitivity of each channel. Three complete calibration runs were made on 
all of the gages, the final run being made just prior to the test. Since the 
instrument barricade was not manned during the test, the equipment functions were 
remotely programmed from a control center located approximately 6 miles away. 
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Pressure Transducers   (16) 
Kulite  XTS-190 

Pressure-Activated 
Switches (5) 

* 

Strain Gage Control 
Units (16) Honeywell 105 

Differential Amplifiers 
(16) Honeywell 120 

DC Null Voltmeter 
Hewlett-Packard 419A 

Signal Mixer 
(Batt.-Powered) 

MH-SM Voltage 
Step Calibrator 

Time-Mark Gen. 
Tektronix  184 

Magnetic Tape  Rec/Rep 
Honeywell   7620 

Z 

n 

Fig.   5.     Block Diagram of  Record-Reproduce   Instrumentation 
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PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

Of the lo transducers installed, two were scratched prior to the test; one had 
an open bridge circuit and the other a ruptured diaphragm. One of these was 
located outside the northwest blockhouse and the other was located inside the north 
acceptor igloo, rear-on. The remaining exterior pressure gage was located at a scaling 
factor of 2.0 W'/3 to achieve correlation with NWC pressure data. 

Due to the test configuration and manner of donor detonation the emerging 
Shockwaves were directional, thereby complicating data correlation (measurement of 
a zero time reference was valid only in the direction measured). Actually, the test 
was designed to produce heavy fragmentation (more than 1 million pounds of steel 
was fragmented by the donor) for comparison with previous tests using bulk 
explosives and did not lend itself well to prediction of expected overpressures. 

Calculations made for a single M101 round in the donor stack, based on an 
approximative model using a casing weight to charge weight ratio of 5 to 1. yielded 
blast wave production efficiencies as low as 50 percent (W1/3 * 46). However, 
pressure enhancement due to reflections and interactions from adjacent rounds 
would tend to increase this efficiency number. Moreover, pressure estimations were 
further complicated by the initiation geometry of the donoi, directional effects due 
to donor configuration, charge weight to structure volume ratio, and response or 
failure time of the doors and headwalls of the acceptor magazines. Therefore, 
selection of pressure ranges for transducers was weighed to worst-case conditions. 

One external pressure measurement was obtained near the NE blockhouse and 
interior pressures were monitored for each acceptor igloo and the NW blockhouse. 
Selected pressure-time profiles are shown in Fig. 6 and the reduced data is given in 
Table !. 

TEST RESULTS 

Preliminary NWC data (4) indicate that the donor blast was equivalent to a 
cubicle-confined detonation (5) of 100,000 pounds of TNT (W1'3 = 46.5) from 
far-Held, BRL pressure gage measurements. Directionally, the effective W1'3 

approximated values were 51.47. and 41 for front, side, and rear of the donor, 
respectively. NWC near-field pressure data, measured in the acceptor igloo complex, 
show reduced effective W*/3 values ranging from approximately 23 to 38. 

AEC data also exhibits near-field anomalies, at least for the positive phase 
portion of the blast. Effective W,/3 values computed from near-field negative phase 
amplitudes were in closer agreement with far-field measurements. Presumably, the 
mechanisms affecting poiitive phase characteristics were no longer contributing 
factors during negative phase, i.e., breeching of the donor magazine, rupture of 
acceptor doors, etc. 

A mach stem with a triple pomt height several feet above ground level was 
observed in the high-speed camera views of the Shockwave approaching the south 
acceptor igloo. This suggested that near-field positive phase effects were more 
associated with that of an air burst rather than a surface burst; therefore, effective 
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Table I.    Eskimo I Test data 

Antoient Conditions:    936 «tars. 5S F 

Location 

Distance to 
Head-all 

et) 
117 

Shock Arrival a 

# Headxall 
(•*.*<:) 

OStance to 
Transducers 

ft)       . 
127 

Shock Arrival  ■ 
• Transducers 
(«ec) 

27.3 

Transducer 
'ation 

Head-On 
Side-On 
Rear-O.i 

Peak 
Positive 

Overpressure 

iP*<> 

31.2 
14.8 

Positive P^ase 
Duration 
(«sec) 

Negative Phase 
duration 

(msec) 

H Acceptor 23.1 
69 276 

E Acceptor 73 7.7/10.5   b 83 33.9/43.6/4«.7 a Head-On 
Side-On 
Rear-On 

8/303 Saturation 
Saturation 
Saturation 

Acceptor Units Detonated 
Transducers Destroyed 

S Acceptor 117 41.0 127 51.6 Head-On 
Side-On 
Rear-On 

9.2 
8.3 
7.9 

66 373 

U Acceptor 161 69.» 171 78.9 Head-On 
Side-On 
Rear-On 

2.2 
2.2 
2.3 

68 405 

NE Concrete 
Block Magazine 

117 25.S (Calc.) US 24.3/26.7 d Side-On 
(Outside) 

85.4/187.8 d 16 ?7 

NW Concrete 
Block Magazine 

117 """ 127 31.9 Side-On 
(Inside) 

59.5 Transducer Destroyed After 
10 msec 

n 
H 
X 

I s 

^Arrival Tim Referenced to Motion Detector Atop Donor Igloo 

Doubl» Pulte Recorded on E Acceptor Channel; Considered Unreliable 

"Arrival Time and Preeeuree are Shovn for leakage Pressure, Peak Positive Pressure Preceding Saturation and Saturation, Respectively; Saturation Levele 
uers -• 700 psi for the Head-On Gage and 360 pei for the Side-On and Rear-On Oagee 

dArrival Tim and Peak Positive Pressurs for Both Incident and Reflected Waves are Listed 
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W'/3 values were computed lor both an JMJ surface bursls lor comparison. 

Apparently, a combination ol the characteristics ol both types ol bursts illectcd 

near-field measurements, depending on direction Irom the donor. Effective W"3 

calculations Irom arrival time and negative phase data, corrected to *ca level, are 

given in Table II. 

These data are plotted in Fig. 7 with scaled curves taken from Fig. 4-12 of 

Reference 5. 

The calculations base' n arrival times arc subject to inherent direction.,, 

errors of as much as 5 ms . Attempts to correct tilt measured arrival time tor 

each direction, using NWC* high-speed camera views of the donor hiecchrrg sequence. 

yielded effective cube-root weights which were still substantially lower than ir held 

results. 

The highspeed camera records showed that tust light emerged Irom the doors 

of the donor igloo about 5 msecs prior to ground shock actwity near the /ero time 

motion detector jtop the earthen fill of the donor The reference time is thus 

off-set from the first eruption ol the detonation, but is tSCUlMd to be representative 

of the finite tune required from detonation of the first rounds to essentially 

complete detonaiion of the entire slack. According to high-speed camera datj. 

approximately 9 msecs elapsed from the first light eruption at the front ol the 

donor to the last ot a sequence ot gas ventings which progressed along the fop of 

the earthen fill toward the rear ol the donor. 

The time oil set discussed above is not critical for evaluation ol far-field 

measurements but is of importance tor interpretation and conelaiion ot neai-field 

results, i.e., those measurements taken near the acceptor igloos, hor example, all 

effective cube-root explosive weights estimated from near held positive phase 

measurements (listed in Table I) are smaller than the average value ot 4o.5 estimated 

from far-Hold results Effective weights, estimated from time of arrival data. WrfTt 

oOlained by selecting values ot effective cube-root weight such that calculated points 

for scaled arrival time and distance agree with the idcali/cd. scaled time oi arrival 

curve of Fig. 7. Effective explosive weights were also estimated from tesults of the 

external transducer located at the base ot the northeast cor te maga/me. The 

recorded s'dc-on pressure (85.4 psi) corresponds to tfl effect iv«. iberooi weight oi 

41 and the arrival tune lo 35 v>'!; lor a sutlace burst. 46 W1'3 and 41 Wl'*. 

respectively, for  an air burst. 

Effective weight calculations based on near-field measurement« ire m t intended 

to conclusively determine donor charge. Thev do. however. Indicate that blast 

conditions experienced by the igloos were not as intense as might be expected Irom 

far-field measurements. 

OF-FRATIONAL SAFETY ASH < is 

Predictions ol biological effects (61 and equipment damage are stronglv 

dependent on the test configuration Due It» earlv hla : door failures and resulting 

line ol sight propagation of In ball, blast wave, and debris, I skinn» I represents a 

worst-case  condition   for  potential damage  to acceptoi   igloo interiois   I or   example. 
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T-ble II.    Eskimo I Test DaU. Converted to Sea Level 

Location 

Distance* 
to Headwall 

(ft) 

Shock Arrival 
at Headwalls 

(msec) 

27.2« 

Effective" 
Cube-Root Weight- 

Surface Burst 
[Ufö Pos Phase) 

38 

Effective0 

Cube-Root Weight- 
Air Burst 

(W^ Pos Phase) 

45 

Distance toa 

Transducers 
(ft) 

Peak negative 
Pressure 
(p$n 

-11.3 

Ef 
Cube- 
lHEFF 

fect1ved 

Root Welght- 
Neg Phase) 

1 Acceptor Igloo »44 1S3 57 

E Acceptor Igloo M - " -- -- 
S Acceptor Igloo 144 40.0 21 30 1S3 -10.1 51 

W Acceptor Igloo 170 67.7 16 23 in - 4.8 36 

NE Concret 
Block Magazine 

144 29.6* 3S 41 142 -12.1 59 

NW Concrete 
Block Magazine 

14" I5J 

"Converted distance referenced to center of donor 

Effective cube-root calculations bated on converted arrival time», assuming ideal surface burst 

"Effective cubs-root calculations based an converted arrival tine, assuming ideal air buret 

Effective aube-root calculations based on converted, peak neaat^je pressures 

*Time offset approximately 4.9 msec due to detonation asymmetry 
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Increasing the pressure-resistance of hlast doors and observing side-on orientations 

between igloos, coupled with the additional protection provided by the earthen fill, 

would probabl> negate debris damage and reduce fireball produced effects within 
adjacent  igloos 

Since the instrumentation described here only provides interior pressure-time 

information, the discussion of probable interior effects will, henceforth, be restricted 

to blast produced damage and obvious conclusions derived from post test 

examination Further, for purposes of discussion, the pressure transducers used to 
instrument the igloos will be defined as "delicate instruments." 

Tentative criteria for biological effects are given in Ref. 6, where effects of 

blast and shock are subdivided into three categories termed primary, secondary, and 

tertiary. Primary effects, those directly due to applied pressure, encompass both 
positive and negative pluses However, effects resulting from the negative phase have 

not been established. Criteria for biological damage in Ref. 6 are based on 
" ijst-rising" long-duration pressure-time histories. Except for the cast igloo, the 

overpressures observed were classed as "slow-rising", effecting a decrease in potential 

biological damage for a given peak overpressure. For example, even though the 

probability of personnel injury from overpressures was below threshold for die west 

and south igloos, survival would still have been unlikely due to debris. 

Only four undamaged transducers were recovered. These transducers were 

mounted side-on and rear-on in the south igloo, rear-on in the west igloo, and 
side-on in front of the northeast concrete maga/ine. All other tiansducers were 

cither destroyed or rendered partially inoperable. The probability of extensive 

equipment damage was thus at least 50 percent in the south and west igloos and 
close to 100 percent within the remaining structures. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Anomalies in near-field measurements are not fully understood, but appear to 
be caused by complex Shockwave diffractions from the donor configuration. The 

apparent close agreement between effective cube-root weights computed from 

near -field negative phase amplitudes and far-field positive overpressure measurements 

indicates that the negative phase was less dependent on initial geometry. 

Orientation of magazines within a storage complex is equally as important as 

their spacing. From the standpoint of operating personnel safety, adjacent igloos 

within a complex should be ideally arranged such that no line-of-sight path exists 
between any igloo and the doors of another. Reinforcement of maga/ine blast doors 
would enhance sating of stored explosives and equipment in closed maga/inc: 

this would afford little more protection for operating personnel under present 

operating conditions. Typically, the doors of an occupied igloo re left open due to 

inadequate light and/or ventilation or to transfer material in or out. Therefore, lethal 

overpressures might be experienced within an occupied igloo, regardless of 

orientation,   under   current   quantity-distance   guidelines.   Nevertheless,  closed  doors 
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with  people  inside similar  operational (not  storage) structures  is a possibility; and a 
variety of items whose protection is important are stored in closed-door igloos. 

The second and third order effects of acceleration and Hying debris were 
dominant features of the hskimo I test arrangement and rendered the south and 
west acceptor igloos with closed doors unsafe for potential occupants or materiel, 
although they could be deemed marginally "safe", considering overpressure levels 
alone. 
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Appendix B 

AN ANALYSIS OF ESKIMO I TEST IMAGERY 

by 

Reconnaissance Applications Section 
RADC/IRRC 

Reconnaissance Branch 
Rome Air Development Center 

Griffiss Air Force Base, New York 13440 
January 1972 

This appendix contains unclassified extracts from the above Confidential 
report. Although the extracts mention two figures (5A & B and 6A & B), they are 
not reproduced herein because the text and Table 1 are considered sufficiently 
descriptive. 

For reasons of safety, tho aircraft flyovers in this operation were delayed until 
approximately 20 minutes after detonation, which permitted the fragments to cool 
somewhat before measurements were made, thus reducing temperature differentials 
between fragments and backgrounds. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF ESKIMO I 
TEST IMAGERY 

1. PURPOSE: To determine the extent to which steel and concrete fragments can 
be discriminated from the background and counted over a more extensive area than 
is practicable by mechanical means. 

2. BACKGROUND: Test conducted on 8 December 1971, consisting of the 
simultaneous detonation of 200.000 pounds of high explosive 155mm projectiles 
contained within a donor igloo. Fragments of steel and concrete were predicted to 
be I00°F-I50°F hotter than the background and scattered throughout a 3.000 ft. 
radius circle. 

3. SENSOR COVERAGE: The following sensor coverage was available for 
evaluation. 

KC-IB, black and white, pre-explosion 
KC-IB, IR color, pre-explosion 
RS-I0C, IR, pre- and post-explosion 
KA-56. black and white, pre- and post-explosion 
AN/AAD-5, IR, pre- and post-ex plosion 

4. ANALYSIS: 

c. Pre-explosion AAD-5 imagery was taken at 940 It. AGL. Post-explosion 
AAD-5 imagery A S taken at 840 ft. AGL. The fragment dispersal contained in the 
latter was readily apparent. 

d. Figures 5A and 5B illustrate the methodology employed for the analysis 
and were accomplished on post-explosion AAD-5 imagery taken at 2.520' and 2,450' 
AGL, respectively. With no reference to precisely locate compass headings, line A 
was established from the center of the donor igloo extending through the northward 
cleared sector. Assuming this base line to be 0? the other represented lines were 
established at 30° intervals and alphabetically identified in a clockwise direction. 
Squares representing 100' X 100' ground distance were then established at 500' 
radial distances and numerically identified from the center, i.e., Al ■ 500'; A2 = 
1,000'; A3 = 1.500', etc. The established 100' square locations were then transferred 
to lower altitude (approximately 1.000'), larger scale, post-explosion \AD-5 imagery 
for actual fragment assessment. 
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e. Table I, Fragment Dispersal, and Figures 6A and 6B show the number of 
fragments identified for each 100' square identified in Figures 5A and 5B. The 
additional squares, other than those depicted in Figures 5A and SB, are included 
because they were covered on the larger scale (low altitude) imagery. They faJI on 
the same radial lines, again at 500' intervals. Lack of squares up to the 3.000' 
radius is due to incomplete low altitude imagery coverage. 

TABLE 1 . FRAGMENT DISPERSAL 

UJ UJ UJ u 
CO Q a a a 2 ^ CO   ~) CO S co 5 

<5 
co 
H 
Z 
Eu 5s 

co 
H 
Z u it CO 

Z 
UJ i= CO 

H 
Z 
JÜ 

H H < 2 H H  < s H H  < s h- H  < 5 Z 
M 
Z 
UJ 
CO 

QC   < < a 
S2 

3 
< 
_ 

Z 
UJ 
1 
| 
CO 

1  a: 

£5 
2 
u. 

Z 
UJ 

2 
CO 

2* 

22 
< 
K 
u. 

Z 
UJ 
1 
G 
UJ 
CO 

< 9 
£5 

'•S < 

Al 1000 132 18 980 0 
A2 1080 21 ♦ 

A3 1080 26 Dl 1000 31 Gl 900 90 
A4 1240 10 *D2 1000 34 G2 900 53 Jl 1000 79 
A5 1240 14 D3 1000 10 G3 980 60 J2 1000 42 
A6 1240 4 D4 1000 12 G4 980 21 J3 1140 18 

D5 1000 3 J4 1140 18 
D6 1000 0 *J5 1140 10 
D7 1000 0 J6 1140 0 

Bl 1000 67 J7 1140 0 
B: 1000 62 HI 900 36 
B3 1080 9 H2 900 36 Kl 1000 71 
B4 1080 4 El 900 22 H3 980 17 K2 1000 20 
fl5 1240 7 E2 900 28 H4 980 j 

K3 1090 26 
B6 1240 3 E3 900 23 H5 980 14 K4 1090 13 
B7 1240 0 E4 900 8 K5 1090 6 

E5 980 0 K6 

LI 

1090 

1000 

0 

102 
Cl 1000 61 II 30 L2 1080 5 
C2 1000 9 12 900 0 L3 1080 18 
C3 1000 9 Fl 900 32 13 900 23 L4 1080 8 
C4 1080 0 F2 900 96 14 900 15 L5 1370 1 
CS 1080 0 F3 980 58 15 900 3 L6 1370 0 
C6 1080 1 F4 980 I0 I6 980 2 L7 1370 0 
a 980 0 F5 980 3 17        980 0 

•100' square not in exact location depicted on Figure 5A. due to ADAS 
chamber displacement. 
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f. All fragments were counted from the original AAD-5 negative at 15 times 

magnification. Fragment si/e and composition could not be determined. Vegetation 

precluded the location of many fragments. In addition, system gain settings were 

apparently such that detail in areas of extreme temperatures, either hot or cold, 

cannot be differentiated. Lack of complete pre-explosion coverage precluded actual 

point-to-point comparison m many instances, fragment count in cleared areas vs. 

jncleared areas indicates thai some fragments could have been buried in the earth 

and their thermal signature lost. 
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Two 16-mm motion picture films (TMP 357 and TMP 364) of the 
ESKIMO I test arc available and can be lent to authorized requesters. TMP 
357 is confidential, formed) restricted data; it runs for 17 minutes TMP 
364 is unclassified and runs for 15 minutes. Both have optical sound tracks. 

Address requests to the Naval Weapons Center, Code 7506, China Lake. C\ 
93555. 
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2.75 X W'/* for face-to side orientations The report contains data on fragment 
sizes and distribution, igloo damage and structural motion, and blast prcssu^s at 
uie site 

2.75 * W1^ lui favc-to-side orientations The rcpori contains JJIJ on fragment 
sizes .ind distribution, igloo damage and structural motion, and MJSI pressures at 
the site 
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2.75 X W'/J for facc-to-side orientations. The report contains data on fragment 
sizes and distribution, igloo damage and structural motion, and blast pressures at 
the site. 

2 75 x W,/3 for face-to-side orientations Ihe report contains d.it.i on iiapmcnt 
M/es jnd distribution, igloo damage and structural motion, and blast pressures ji 
the site 
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